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ABOUT USABOUT US



Working hard 

to make it easy for you
Our ambition is to make business management as easy as feeling hungry when 
looking at this pizza. 



For the past five years, we've been serving up POS solutions that simplify the lives of 
food and other retail businesses and elevate their service game. You can think of us 
as the caffeine boost your business needs to thrive!
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Expanding rapidly

beyond borders
We're not just a local hotspot either - our system is used in  
Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Kazakhstan and beyond.



Our recipe for success is simple: we listen to our customers like a 
chef listens to their sous-chef. We take their feedback and turn it 
into new features and products to better serve them.



So, whether it’s a small business or a bustling restaurant, Clopos 
can be the secret ingredient to business success.

Team members

50+
Active clients

1200+
Year founded

2018
Countries served
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Solutions



Modernizing

business management

We develop our services with our 
customers in mind. All of our solutions are: 

Top-notch technology
Businesses stay ahead of the 
curve by adopting cutting-edge 
technology solutions that 
accelerate the performance

User friendly
Easy to use interface allows even 
new users to quickly and efficiently 
navigate the Clopos system, saving 
valuable time and resources

Easily accessible
Cloud-based system enables 
management of business 
operations from any device or 
platform of choice
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Service areas
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Coffeeshop

Pizzeria

Fastfood

Restaurant & Cafe

Night club & Bar

Clothing store

Gift store

Bookstore

Gaming center

Jewelry store

Our POS and management solutions can be 
used in various service areas like:



Our easy-to-use 
solutions

Kitchen Display System

A system digitizing the processes in 
the kitchen


Back office management

A software to keep all business 
related processes under control

A QR code enabling customers to 
open menus and order via phones

QR menu

Clopos Manager App

An app providing observation of 
business even when far away

Multi-location management


A system allowing the management 
of all business branches at once

Cashier POS

A modern POS system that 
accelerates sales processes
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Bespoke features for 
business success

Inventory management

Efficiently managing inventory 
levels helps reduce waste, improve 
productivity, and streamline 
operations

Businesses attract repeat customers 
and increase sales by implementing 
different programs that cultivate 
customer loyalty

Reports & Analytics


Businesses achieve growth faster 
with automatically generated 

in-depth reports and data analysis

CRM & Loyalty programs

Accounting & Payrolls

No extra software is needed to 
control finances as we provide 
support at all stages of the process

Integration

We enable businesses to access 
a range of other solutions 
through easy integration to suit 
their unique needs

Centralized order system

Order acceptance and tracking 
can be centralized in a single 
system across all sales channels
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Cloud-based system

Offline usage

Waiter App

Cashier POS

Accelerated

serving speed
Whether at the table, on the spot, or for delivery, this 
modern POS system streamlines the ordering 
process and reduces wait time 

Waiters quickly enter and modify orders, track order 
statuses, and view customer information

Waiters send orders directly to the preparation address, 
ensuring that orders are fulfilled quickly and accurately

System provides helpful notifications, like updates on 
order preparation, prioritization, and completion, to 
make the process smoother
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Control 

over employees

Permissions

POS Access

Pay the bill

Save changes

Murad Hasanov

People in charge decide which employees 
can access which functionalities, and 
modify their decisions at any time or place.

Pay 15.00₼

2 x 8.90 17.80

1 x 7.90 7.90

Service fee

5.00₼ (5%)

Bill

22.00₼

Table 7

Special Pizza
Size: Medium - 30 sm

Caesar Salad
Whole portion

#403765

Discount

0.00₼ (0%)

Workers efficiently and conveniently carry 
out specific tasks within the scope of the 
permissions managers grant them


Entrepreneurs and managers keep track of 
operation like which employee is performing which 
task at any given time

Order activity history

June 06, 18:42:56

“Special Pizza” was added by Murad Hasanov!

June 06, 18:44:05

“Caesar Salad” was added by Murad Hasanov!

June 06, 19:20:32

Order is closed with 15 ₼ cash by Murad Hasanov!
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A personalized 

sales process

Pizza Pepperoni

Size: M, Extra cheese

12 ₼ 

Gift Portion Discount

1

Coca-Cola

500 ML

4 ₼ 

96 remaining

2

Combo menu creation

Complementaries

Special modifiers

Product selection

Inventory management

Product addition

Portion choices

Weight-based sales

Product discounts

Barcode compatibility

Customizing the sales process is possible with 
advanced features

Custom payment methods

The flexibility to accept any payment 
method from customers

Custom sales methods

The flexibility to accept orders from 
custom sales channels
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Detailed receipts 

and sales reports

7 dəq

#245698

7 min.

Main Hall • Table 5

Murad Hasanov

Should not be spicy

Murad Hasanov • +994507040104

VIP Customer
130.44₼

Pre-check 2ReopenedNot sent 2

#245698

05:49

Delivery

Ilkin Ibrahimli

Address: AZ1025, Baku, Azerbaijan. Next to the cafeVegan-friendly

46₼
Pre-check 2

Murad Hasanov

Murad Hasanov

VIP Customer

#245698

05:49

Wolt • WT200

Murad Hasanov

Contactless payment, please

25₼
Pre-check 2

Sales methods Staff Hall TableID

Offline archiveArchiveOpen Yeni sifariş

Report

Total: 150

Subtotal 150

Gift 0

Service 0

Discount 0

Product return 0

Payment methods

Cash 150

Card 0

Time: Nov 29, 2022   3:26 PM  

Sales methods

On-site 150

Takeaway 0

From

November 29th, 2022

06:00

To

November 30th, 2022

06:00

Report type

N/A

Operations

Invoices

Create a report

Pizzeria Mozzaa Print

Efficiently tracking and managing all receipts is easier with detailed 
information such as who opened them and for how long they were 
open. Additionally, archived receipts can be accessed even when 
offline, ensuring that important information is never lost

Comprehensive reports (such as X, Y, 
etc.) allow businesses to monitor their 
finances with ease. They include all 
the details about receipts based on 
any time range preferred, whether it's 
by day, month, or any other interval
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Accelerated service with 

the Waiter App
Waiters can receive orders through this mobile app, make 
adjustments as needed, and track order preparation status 
in real-time, thereby preventing time wastage

Flexibility to take orders even when far 
away from the main restaurant

Direct transfer of orders to the kitchen 
without the need to physically going there

Elimination of the need for paper tickets and 
manual order-taking
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Integration with aggregators
Effortlessly receive orders from external platforms like 

Wolt directly into your system

Integration with E-Kassa
Automate the process of transferring your sales data to

E-Kassa operators' databases

CASPOS

soon



Loyalty

From guests to

loyal customers
Fostering loyalty and increasing revenue is possible with 
programs that reward customers for repeat purchases or 
other desired actions

Nicat Gasimzade
+994 50 704 01 04 VIP

150
Bonus

+994 50 704 0104

Phones

Male

Gender

Ağ Şəhər, 1. Yaşıl ada

Adresses

105₼ 
Balance

350₼
Total cost

20₼
Total discount

950
Total bonus

21
Total receiptNicat Gasimzade

Murad Hasanov

Kamran Eyubov

4.64.2

Murad Hasanov
+994 50 704 01 04 VIP

150
Bonus

350₼
Total cost

20₼
Total discount

950
Total bonus

21
Total receipt

105₼ 
Balance

1246 5690
Murad Hasanov

Cashback

card

Having detailed customer profiles that 
include delivery address, order history, 
etc. enable businesses to offer special 
priorities to their customers

Customers Offer special priorities to your                 
loyal customers

Allocating feedback from 
customers and reviewing it 
upon their return helps to 
better serve them

Reviews

Loyalty card

Special discounts

Bonus balance

Special campaigns

Cashback program
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Special app for 
loyal customers
Improve your loyal customers' experience 
with a special app designed for them

Easy privilege tracking for rewards, 
bonuses, and discounts

Access to restaurant menus for easy 
viewing and ordering

In-app payments for added 
convenience

The ability to provide feedback on 
service or food

9:41

Vapiano
Open: 09:00 - 22:00

You are here

About

Menu
Review

Call a waiter
Ask for receipt

Uzeir Hajibeyov 5 Ganjlik Mall 28 Mall

300
Bonus

15%
Purchase 
coverage

2%
Reward

Discount

code

Halal
Vegetarian

Spicy
Kosher

Allergen
Vegan

Exclude allergens

Sesame seeds Fish Milk NutsCelery Lupin Peanuts Soya

Egg Mustard

Filters
Clear filters

Apply filters

Hi, Nigar Aliyeva! 

Search

865 342

Baku, Azerbaijan

23°

Recently viewed

Cafepark
Favorable tastes for your liking

$$$$ Burger FactoryPremium ləzzət $$$$

9:41

Main page Restaurants
Account

Widgets



Back Office management

Comprehensive

management
At home, on the road, on vacation… Clopos POS gives 
the ability to easily manage business operations 
from anywhere with an internet connection

Storage management

Financial reports

Payroll system

Employee supervision

Detailed receipts

Product settings

Real-time reports

A clear view of businesses with instant 
and insightful reports 

Multi-branch management

Ability to manage all branches from a 
single centralized system
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Advanced inventory

management
Tracking and managing inventory levels in real-time gives an opportunity to 
optimize stock levels, and reduce waste while improving overall efficiency
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23 pcs

9 pcs

87 pcs

56 pcs

2.78 ₼

0.78 ₼

1.20 ₼

1.89 ₼

56.44 ₼

9.30 ₼

24.00 ₼

34.00 ₼

122.70 ₼

Fanta

Coca-Cola

Sprite

Pepsi

Main Storage

Main Storage

Main Storage

Main Storage

Active

Active

Active

Active

Fanta, Sprite

Pepsi, Sirab

June 14

June 15

Market

Market

Cash draw

Cash draw

146.30 ₼

230.00 ₼

Approved

Approved

Tracking supplies

Inventory tracking and management makes 
business operations more efficient 

Movements and reports

Tracking movements with movement reports 
provides better visibility into inventory

23 May-22 JuneMovement reports

Ingredi..

Ingredi..

Ingredi..

Ingredi..

4.1 kg

2.2 kg

1 pcs

2 kg

0.2 kg

1 kg

0.5 pcs

1 kg

5.2 kg

6 kg

2.5 pcs

9 kg

20 ₼

15 ₼

25 ₼

12 ₼

10 kg

9 kg

4 pcs

12kg

Apple

Mayonnaise

Efes beer

Flour

23 May-22 JuneSupplier: Araz

Transactions

June 20 

June 19

June 17

924 

909

899

#376

#375

#372

Supplies

Supplies

Supplies

2000.00 ₼ Rahid A.

1500.00 ₼ Rahid A.

1200.00 ₼ Rahid A.

100.00 ₼

30.00 ₼

60.00 ₼

1070.00 ₼

40.00 ₼

70.00 ₼

10.00 ₼

500.00 ₼

Suppliers and transactions

Streamlined supplier management and 
transaction processing helps reduce errors



Inventory tracking via 

Inventra App
Managing and tracking inventory is effortless with the Inventra app. 
Possibility of adding products by only scanning their barcodes make the 
process even easier

20

TrackingOperations

Adding products

Reports



Finance and

Payroll system
Keeping the business's financial health under control is easier with 
transaction monitoring and effortless payroll management

21

Creating transaction

Easy addition of income, expenses, and other 
financial transactions to the system 

Transactions list

A complete overview of the business's 
financial transactions

June 1

June 1

June 1

May 30

May 31

May 31

Murad

Kamran

Reyal

Reyal

Hikmat

Murad

Electricity

Labour cost

Add fund

Electricity

Bonus

Add fund

Cash Drawer

Bank Account

Cash Drawer

Cash Drawer

Bank Account

Bank Account

377.00 ₼

40.00 ₼

15.00 ₼

34.00 ₼

20.00 ₼

60.00 ₼

87.00 ₼

3735

3734

3733

3730

3732

3731

Out Fund

Labour cost

Bonus

Electricity

Utility bills

Add fund

40.00 ₼

15.00 ₼

98.00 ₼

76.00 ₼

34.00 ₼

20.00 ₼

60.00 ₼

23.00 ₼

67.00 ₼

87.00 ₼

7.00 ₼

88.00 ₼

51.00 ₼

12.00 ₼

45.00 ₼

51.00 ₼

49.00 ₼

32.00 ₼

35.00 ₼

56.00 ₼

110.00 ₼

28.00 ₼

22.00 ₼

20.00 ₼

Transactions

June 13 

June 14

Electricity

Labour cost

Lorem ips...

Lorem ipsum

50.00 ₼

70.00 ₼

Cash drawer

Cash drawer

120.00 ₼

Detailed reports

Valuable insights into business's financial 
health, such as cash flow, profit and loss, etc.
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Cash registerCash

Card accountCard

SafeBonus

Flexibility to accept any payment method as wanted 
by creating a custom payment type, ensuring 
seamless checkout experience for customers

Custom payment methods

Creation of custom sales types to differentiate 
orders from different sales channels, such as online 
orders, phone orders, or in-store orders 

Custom sales methods

Cash, CardIn place

CashDelivery

Cash, CardTakeaway

Tailored service

for specific needs
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Control

over products

Pizza Pepperoni Station:

Kitchen

Size: M, Extra cheese

12₼ 

Make a gift Portion Discount

Individual product customization options like portioning, 
special discounts, or gifting opportunities to meet the 
specific needs of various customers

Product Settings

Recording the compositions with the amount of ingredients 
used in each product for systematizing the correct amount 
of usage and keeping costs under control


Product composition
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Personalization

options

Small (25 cm)

Medium (30 cm)

Large (35 cm)

12 ₼

14 ₼

17 ₼

15₼

18₼

22₼

Margarita PizzaModifiers

Single choice

Adding a single modifier to products such as a size 
or a specific ingredient option to better address 
customers’ specific preferences

Single choice modifier

Adding multiple modifiers such as choosing from a list 
of toppings or sauces as a way of offering wider range 
of options to meet customers’ needs

Multiple choice modifier

Mozarella, g

Olives, g

Mozarella

Olives

100g

120g

2 ₼

1.5 ₼

3 ₼

4 ₼

Margarita Pizza

Several choices

Modifiers
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Valuable insights 
into operations
Comparing current figures with historical 
data, monitoring performance, and making 
adjustments accordingly takes just minutes 
with automatic statistical analysis

Receipt Open Receipt Deleted receiptsReceipts 31 28 Jul - 30 Jul Show in table

Nurlan

Waiter

Nurlan

Waiter

Nurlan

Waiter

Nurlan

Waiter

Staff

Sen 26

12:05:59

Sen 26

12:05:59

Sen 26

12:05:59

Created at

Sen 26

12:05:59

Sen 26

12:05:59

Sen 26

12:05:59

Sen 26

12:05:59

Sen 26

12:05:59

Closed at

Dine-in

Delivery

Takeaway

Wolt

Sale type

Table 5

Terrace

WT-256

Hall, Table

120.00

45.55

0.00

145.00

Subtotal

2528.30

20.00

10.00

10.00

5.00

Service charge, ₼

117.59 
E-kassa,  

117.59 

140.00

55.55

80.00

150.00

Total

2717.59
Ödəniş üsulu Status

250

249

248

246

Receipt

Terminal 1

ID: 72

Terminal 1

ID: 72

Terminal 2

ID: 73

Terminal 2

ID: 73

Terminal

CreateID

Terminal 1 Cash Card

Product Status In place, Delivery 2 Filters
3

Clear filters

Nicat

VIP

Murad

VIP

Nicat

VIP

Murad

VIP

Customer

A detailed understanding of trends, 
patterns, and correlations that may not 
be immediately apparent

Informed decisions about resource 
allocation, process improvements, and 
other aspects of businesses

Enhanced overall performance of 
businesses with data-driven 
adjustments
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Inventory checking process is very simplified in the 
system. With this feature, responsible staff can 
physically count products and compare the results 
to the inventory data in the system. Thereby keep an 
accurate record of stock levels and prevent stock 
outs or overstocking situations

Keeping an eye                      
on inventory levels 
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Centralized management

Efficient management

of all branches
Even if businesses have more than one branch, management is 
still convenient! By monitoring the activity of all branches from the 
same system, business owners and managers can adjust 
operations either synchronously or separately for each branch

Flexibility in managing all branches at 
once or separately

Consistent application of franchising rules 
across all branches

Unified CRM and marketing 
campaigns

Centralized menu, inventory, and 
financial management
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Transaction tracking

Allows to monitor all transactions at any time and from 
anywhere, providing real-time insights into business 
operations

Custom notifications

Provides timely updates and alerts on important 
events to ensure managers never miss a beat

Financial statistics

Provides critical insights into key financial metrics such 
as cash in the register, guests count, income, 
expenses, and more

Clopos Manager App

Management

on-the-go
Even when far away from the workplace, business managers 
can easily monitor all operations and pick up where they 
have left off to stay on top of their business at all times

Tomato is running out

1 AZN discount was given by Murad
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Staying on top

off the business

Business statistics

Whether at home, on vacation, or in the office, 
business owners can stay connected to their business 
and monitor the performance with ease



With our POS system's powerful statistics feature, they 
gain critical insights into business performance and 
make informed decisions even on the go. Our mobile 
app provides an intuitive interface that allows for easy 
navigation through key metrics such as cash in the 
register, guest count, income, expenses, and more

Last week's sales

0

10k

20k

1 Jul 3 Jul 7 Jul

Average receipt

45.21 ₼
+2,5%

1 AZN discount was given by Murad

Kamran deleted the receipt

Nijat used the admin password

Notifications

To receive instant notifications on various 
activities, including new or canceled orders, 
low inventory levels, or employee check-in and 
check-out hours,  notifications can be enabled



This way, business owners can stay informed 
about business operations even without 
opening the application and promptly 
intervene if necessary
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Time and effort saving

Customers get to order directly from the 
comfort of their seats

Boost in sales

Seeing the delicious images of products 
increases appetites as well as sales

Up-to-date Menus

Menus can easily be updated as soon as any 
changes happen

QR menu

Contactless service

via QR menu
Digital menus let customers access menu and place 
orders from their phones by using a QR code

By 20%

Increase in sales

By 30%

Decrease in costs

By 30%

More satisfied customers

By 100%

Secure process



Kitchen Display System

Enhanced kitchen

performance
Empowering staff's performance by digitizing 
processes and streamlining kitchen's workflow

Reduced mistakes

Improved communication between 
front-of-house and back-of-house staff 
helps reduce errors and 
misunderstandings, resulting in 
accurate and timely order preparation

Satisfied customers

Faster order processing and increased 
accuracy can delight customers with 
timely and accurate meals, leading to 
increased loyalty and positive reviews for  
businesses
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Efficient

Reduces the amount of time kitchen staff spend as 
well as need for paper tickets

Accurate

Helps reduce errors in order preparation with instant 
notifications and legible orders

Informative

Provides valuable analytics and insights into kitchen 
performance



Hassle-free and

rapid process
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Both sides stay informed about order 
preparation, prioritization, cancellations, 
and any other updates

“Caesar Salad” for Table 3 has been canceled!

“Club Sandwich” for Table 6 is preparing!

“Mushroom Soup” for Table 5 is ready!

Kitchen staff receive the orders on the 
display system and begin preparing 
the meals

Waiters take customers' orders and 
send them directly to the kitchen 
screen



CloposPay

Upgraded 

payment process
By allowing customers conveniently make payments and 
send tips through their smartphones, businesses can 
enhance overall customer experience

Convenience

Customers can make payments and send tips easily through 
their smartphones, eliminating the need for cash or cards

Speed

The payment process is quick and easy, reducing 
transaction times and wait times for customers

Security

CloposPay uses advanced security measures to 
protect customer information and prevent fraud

Increased sales

By offering a convenient payment option, businesses 
can attract more customers and increase sales
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Customers

1200+  

happy customers 

Tərəfdaşlar 



What do our customers

say about us?
We gather and value all of our customers’ feedback. Here are just 
a few of them

“ Clopos has significantly 
simplified our work. It is easy to use 
and rich in necessary functions, 
providing us with all the tools we 
need to manage our business 
efficiently. The technical support 
team is also quick to respond to 
any questions or problems that we 
encounter. “

Turkan Eyyubova
Founder of Street9bar

“ We have been using Clopos since 
the first day we started working. 
The features provided by Clopos 
for both accountability and data 
analysis have made our work quite 
easier. We hope that our 
cooperation will develop further as 
Clopos develops the software.”

Said Mammadov
Administrator at Gelateca

“ Clopos has been an invaluable 
tool for our business across all 
three branches, as well as for our 
virtual restaurant. Its speed and 
efficiency have been especially 
helpful during busy events. We are 
grateful for the partnership we 
have established with Clopos, and 
highly recommend it to any 
restaurant looking to improve their 
customer experience. “

Sabutay Mammadzada
Founder of Meatadore

“ Clopos employees have proven 
themselves to be professionals at 
all levels, from product 
development to customer service. 
All five of our branches are already 
using this system.  The team's 
readiness to meet customer 
needs, listen to feedback, and 
continuously improve their 
product is the company's top 
priority.”

Turkhan Alizada
Founder of Khirtakhirt & Ferma Art
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Support

Always ready 
to assist
Our dedicated technical support team is available around 
the clock to promptly address any issues our customers 
may encounter with our system and provide timely solutions 
to keep businesses running smoothly

24/7 
Call us 
anytime

2 minutes 
Get answers 
in minutes
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1st Yashil Ada, AZ1025, Baku, Azerbaijan HQ

info@clopos.com

+994 12 310 22 66

www.clopos.com

Let’s 
collaborate!
Join us to boost sales by streamlining business operations

Contact
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Thank you!


